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As karst features are buried into the deep subsurface and isolated from the 
mechanisms that formed them, they turn into paleokarst.  Some karst features, such as 
hypogene and island karst, have a higher probability of being preserved into the deep 
subsurface, as opposed to epigene karst.  As these features transition from modern karst 
to paleokarst, they are susceptible to collapse.  When an individual passage or room 
collapses, it results in an increase in the void’s areal and volumetric footprint.  In 
addition, individual passages and rooms have the potential to collapse and coalesce into 
each other, further increasing the cave footprint.  The end result is often a large zone of 
brecciated collapse. While the porosity has decreased, the collapse process integrates the 
permeability over a much larger area, which is the reason these collapsed paleokarst 
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Paleokarst reservoirs have been documented throughout the recent history of 
hydrocarbon development (Tinkerton et al., 1995; McMechan, 1998; Loucks, 1999; 
Loucks et al., 2004; McDonnell et al., 2007; Stafford et al., 2008; 2009) as productive 
hydrocarbon reservoirs (Stoudt and Raines, 2004).  They present very large exploration 
targets with zones of high porosity and permeability (Loucks, 1999).  The Cerro Azul No. 
4, a well drilled into a paleokarst reservoir in Mexico, produced 260,000 barrels of oil per 
day (Viniegra, 1970), and the Yates field, also a paleokarst reservoir, is the largest field 
in the Permian Basin (Stafford et al., 2009).  While these reservoirs often serve as great 
oil producers, they can also be detrimental to the exploration process.  In a well on 
Andros Island, Bahamas a paleokarst cavern was intersected 10,660 ft (3,249 m) below 
the surface, which resulted in 8,000 ft (2,438) of lost drill pipe (Spencer, 1966).  
Understanding the geometry and evolution of paleokarst reservoirs is thus extremely 
important in both oil exploration and production (Labourdette et al., 2007). 
Subsurface karst features are the result of speleogenesis, dissolution of soluble 
rock by chemically aggressive water.  When these karst systems are buried or isolated 
from the mechanisms that formed them, they turn into paleokarst, or fossilized karst 
(Ford and Williams, 2007).  These paleokarst systems grow in complexity as they are 
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buried and undergo collapse, and can serve as mega-porous reservoirs for hydrocarbons, 
capable of producing vast amounts of oil and gas (Kerans and Donaldson, 1988). 
When shallow, near-surface caves transition from water filled, phreatic 
conditions, to vadose conditions of only partially water filled or empty, 42% of the 
ceiling’s buoyant support is lost.  This loss of buoyant support is an early stage in cavern 
collapse (White and White, 2000).  In addition to the loss of buoyant support, the normal 
stresses from the overlying strata facilitate ceiling collapse.  The timing and extent of this 
collapse is based on ceiling bed thickness, and whether the beds are fixed beams, 
spanning the entire ceiling, or cantilever beams, fractured in the middle, with fixed beams 
being the stronger of the two (White, 1988; Ford and Williams, 2007).  For deep burial 
hypogene environments, well below the vadose zone, loss of buoyant support is not an 
issue, but if the fluid in the void is petroleum, it will provide less support than water. 
Once cavern collapse is initiated, it will continue to collapse until the void reaches 
a stable configuration.  This configuration is based on the size of the void, and host rock 
properties, such as bed thickness and rock strength.  The only way a void will remain 
open is if it reaches a stable configuration that is strong enough to support the overlying 
load.  If this configuration is not reached, the void will continue to collapse until all the 
void space or accommodation space has been filled by collapse material (unless the void 
collapse reaches the surface).  When all the accommodation space is filled, the 
breakdown will then support the ceiling, preventing further collapse (Waltham et al, 
2000; Ford and Williams, 2007). 
 Loucks’ (1999) Cave Collapse Model was created as an attempt to better 
understand the collapse process.  More specifically, the model deals with how much 
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collapse a passage will undergo until its runs out of accommodation space and becomes 
stable, assuming no bedrock materials are transported in or out of the system.  This model 
also assumes that all cave passages are the shape of a half circle, or a hemisphere, flat 
side down, extending through the passage, and that the passage will continue to collapse 
until all the accommodation space is filled (Loucks, 1999).   Loucks (1999) was also able 
to demonstrate that because of fracturing, the collapse footprint extends well beyond the 
original void footprint, and the modeled collapse. 
While paleokarst collapse structures have been identified in the literature through 
the use of geophysical studies, detailed three-dimensional relationships of a collapsed-
paleokarst system have not been characterized (Loucks et al., 2004).  This study 
examines the probability of cave system preservation, and looks at the volumes and three-
dimensional geometries they create when collapsed, buried, and preserved.  In order to 
achieve this goal, this study builds off the Loucks’ (1999) Cave Collapse Model, and 
introduces new shapes to better approximate the differing geometries of cave passages 
and chambers.  In addition, new cave software technology is utilized in order to obtain 
more accurate cave volumes and three-dimensional configurations.  When implemented, 
the hypogene collapse equation will produce the largest collapse footprint as it collapses 
along three radii.  However, the flank margin collapse equation will result in the greatest 
vertical increase, as it only collapses in the vertical direction.  This study will also 







Karst speleogenesis, the dissolution of soluble rock by aggressive water, is the 
cause of all karst cave features.  The most common soluble rocks in which karst 
landscapes form include: limestone, dolomite, gypsum, halite, and marble (Kilmchouck 
and Ford, 2000).  For carbonate rocks, in surface or near surface settings, CO2 collected 
in the soil and atmosphere acidifies the water, allowing it to dissolve the bedrock.  Other 
acids that can also make water aggressive enough at depth to form karst features are 
sulfuric acid, hydrogen sulfide, and acids from hydrocarbon brines (Palmer, 2000).  
These aggressive solutions can enter the bedrock several different ways. The cave 
morphology and classification is dependant on how the solution enters and dissolves the 
bedrock. 
Rock Diagenesis 
Rock diagenesis and the resulting effects on porosity are fundamentally important 
to cave development.  The pore systems in sedimentary carbonates were first addressed 
by Choquette and Pray (1970), and more recently by authors such as Klimchouck and 
Ford (2000; 2000a).   The classification system that was developed, groups sedimentary 
carbonates into three distinct categories based on diagenetic stages: eogenetic, 
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mesogenetic, and telogenetic (Choquette and Pray, 1970; Klimchouck and Ford, 2000; 
2000a). 
Eogenetic porosity is formed during the eogenetic stage.  The eogenetic stage is 
the time between the deposition of shallow marine sediments and their burial to a depth 
that is out of reach of the current surface processes.  The upper most boundary of the 
eogenetic zone is the surface, and the lower boundary grades into the mesogenetic zone 
(Choquette and Pray, 1970; Klimchouck and Ford, 2000).  
While the eogenetic zone is often thin, and the duration of time spent in the zone 
short, significant porosity can develop here that survives into ancient carbonates.  In 
addition to the 40-80% primary porosity in eogenetic carbonates (Klimchouck and Ford, 
2000a), burrowing, roots, and cave formation contribute additional porosity.  However, 
not all of this porosity is preserved into the mesogenetic stage.  Commonly, compaction 
and cementation lead to a decrease in porosity.  The eogenetic stage ends with deep burial 
(Choquette and Pray, 1970; Klimchouck and Ford, 2000; 2000a). 
The end of the eogenetic stage marks the beginning of the mesogenetic stage, and 
includes all the processes that create mesogenetic porosity.  The mesogenetic stage can 
result in a decrease in bulk porosity.  This stage begins with the burial of a young rock, 
up to several kilometers for millions of years, where it stays until it is uplifted, and the 
erosion of overlying rock once again expose it to the surface.  While bulk porosity can be 
lost due to cementation, burial, and compaction, large conduits and voids can survive this 
deep burial, though there is debate as to how deep a void can survive.  In addition, flow 
paths created in the eogenetic stage serve as preferential flow paths in the mesogenetic 
stage, and contribute to speleogenesis depending on the hydrodynamic and geochemical 
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conditions.  Finally, faults, fractures, and fissures in the rock can grow and new ones can 
develop (Choquette and Pray, 1970; Klimchouck and Ford, 2000; 2000a).  The end result 
is an older and harder rock than what was created in the eogenetic environment. 
The final stage in carbonate diagenesis is telogenesis.  Telogenesis occurs when 
uplift and erosion place the rock back in the surface and shallow subsurface 
environments, which allows for meteoric waters to alter the rock (Klimchouck and Ford, 
2000).  In this final stage, the rock is much harder than it was in the eogenetic stage, 
however the rock’s bulk porosity and permeability commonly increase from the 
mesogenetic stage.  This increase in porosity is in large due to solution by meteoric 
waters (Choquette and Pray, 1970); matrix porosity is small and flow paths develop 
preferentially along bedding planes, joints, and fractures.  In addition, erosive unloading 
can cause new fissures to form and grow (Klimchouck and Ford, 2000a). 
Cave Classification 
There are several ways to classify caves.  One such way is to classify them based 
on the mechanisms that formed them, labeling them epigene, hypogene, or island karst.  
The following discussion involves carbonates as the soluble rock. 
Epigene 
Epigene karst forms from the surface down into the subsurface, by dissolution 
from vadose and phreatic waters.  Vadose water is simply meteoric water (with a pH of 
5.7 from atmospheric CO2) that then percolates through the soil, where it gains additional 
CO2 needed to make it more dissolutionally aggressive (Kilmchouck and Ford, 2000).  
The aggressive water moves down through the rock under the force of gravity until it 
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reaches the water table (Palmer, 2000).  Where epikarst, or surficial karst, is present 
vadose water may flow directly into the subsurface through vertical shafts or fractures 
(Klimchouck, 2000a). 
Because these cave passages form from water moving under gravity they often 
follow the path of least resistance, or the inception horizon.  The inception horizon may 
be either a bedding plane that is favorable to cave formation, or a fracture set that allows 
the passage of water (Lowe, 2000; Palmer, 2002; Wright, 2002); these arguments assume 
a telogenetic limestone common to continental interiors.  The combination of multiple 
inputs, and the effects of gravity and inception horizons, result in the formation of very 
large three-dimensional caves in the vadose zone, comprised of vertical shafts and 
canyon passages (Ford, 2000; Palmer, 2000) 
Once the vadose water reaches the water table, it becomes phreatic water.  Unlike 
vadose water, phreatic water is not controlled directly by gravity and does not have to 
follow the slope of fractures down through the bedrock.  It is under pressure, however, so 
it still tends to follow inception horizons such as pre-solutional fissures and fractures 
(Lowe, 2000; Palmer, 2000; Wright, 2002). 
The combined effects of vadose and phreatic waters are what form epigene karst, 
which is directly coupled to surface hydrology.  The influence of stratigraphic and 
structural features determines the overall geometry of the cave system (Wright, 2002).  
Regions that are predominately controlled by fractures and joints may produce maze 
caves (Palmer, 2002), whereas a cave that follows the bedding plane will form a 
branchwork cave.  The combination of both bedding and fractures can result in 




Unlike epigene caves, hypogene caves form from the bottom up and are not 
related to the surface hydrology.   They form from aggressive waters at depth, and are 
often found in arid regions where there is not enough groundwater present to create 
aggressive waters at the surface, which would overprint these caves, and make their 
origin unidentifiable.  These aggressive waters commonly contain sulfuric acid, carbonic 
acid, hydrogen sulfide, and oil field brines capable of dissolving through soluble 
stratigraphic beds and structural features (Klimchouck 2000; Palmer 2000).  Cooling 
hydrothermal water may also form hypogene caves (unlike most salts, CaCO3 is more 
soluble in cold water than in/ warm water).  Hypogene caves often create large horizontal 
and vertical rooms over an extensive area resulting in ramiform, spongework, and maze 
caves (Hill, 1995; Palmer, 2000). 
Island Karst 
The following section provides a more comprehensive description of the 
speleogenesis of island karst compared to the previous sections on epigenic and 
hypogenic cave processes.   Epigenic and hypogenic cave process are well known, 
whereas island karst is a recent conceptual addition to the speleogenetic literature, and is 
therefore discussed in more detail. 
Mylroie and Carew (2000) provide an explanation of karst processes on simple 
carbonate islands.  On small carbonate islands, the groundwater recharge is limited by the 
size of the island.  In addition, the vadose water is autogenic, and not as aggressive as 
continental allogenic waters (Klimchouck and Ford, 2000a).   The phreatic water is in a 
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freshwater lens floating on marine ground water.  These unique factors contribute to the 
formation of karst features on carbonate islands. 
In young carbonate islands the eogenetic bedrock has a very high permeability 
that contributes to large amounts of diffuse vadose flow feeding the water table.  The 
meteoric recharge forms epikarst features that can concentrate the groundwater into 
vertical vadose shafts called pit caves.  These vertical shafts extend down several meters, 
but do not necessarily connect with the water table, perhaps because the autogenic water 
does not maintain its aggressiveness (Klimchouck 2000a; Klimchouck and Ford 2000a). 
When the vadose groundwater does reach the water table it floats on top of denser 
marine groundwater forming the freshwater lens.  At the top of the lens, the density 
difference between the aerated vadose zone and phreatic freshwater creates a zone of 
accumulation for organic matter.  When this organic matter oxidizes, it produces CO2 and 
enhances dissolution (Mylroie and Carew, 2000; Mylroie 2013). 
At the base of the freshwater lens, mixing of freshwater and underlying marine 
water create another zone of enhanced dissolution called the halocline.  Like the top of 
the lens, this density boundary also allows for the accumulation of organics that further 
increase the dissolution potential, creating a highly aggressive zone of dissolution 
(Mylroie and Carew, 2000; Mylroie 2013). In either case, if organic collection is 
sufficient, anoxic conditions may occur and exotic acids, such as H2S and H2SO4, may 
contribute to the dissolutional process. 
At the flank or edge of the island, the entire freshwater lens thins, joining the top 
and bottom of the lens and increasing the lens flow velocity.  The result is an area with 
the highest dissolution capability.  This area, on the flank of the island, forms the largest 
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caves on simple carbonate islands, flank margin caves.  These caves are large oval 
chambers that continue inland as branching voids (Mylroie and Carew, 2000).  Their 
mazy and spongework shape is connected to the touching vug permeability that allows 
for significant matrix flow (Mylroie, 2013). 
Flank margin caves form parallel to the depositional strike, in the location of the 
freshwater lens margin.  Flank margin caves can develop a large areal footprint.  Initially, 
these caves form as small oval chambers.  The longer the lens in one location, the more 
time chambers have to grow in size (Mylroie, 2013).  As adjacent chambers grow, they 
begin to intersect each other producing larger and larger caves.  Large flank margin caves 
are a product of several smaller caves intersecting each other.  As would be expected, 
more small flank margin caves exist, and as the cave area to perimeter ratio increases, the 
number of documented caves decreases as the caves combine (figure 2.1) (Roth, 2004).  
It must be noted that there is an explorational bias as in all cave exploration.  Flank 
margin caves form as mixing chambers, with no entrances, and are only exposed through 
erosion and cliff retreat (Roth, 2004).  Because the lens migrates with changes in sea 
level, flank margin cave distributions can have an extensive vertical and horizontal 
footprint that exceeds the size of any given individual flank margin cave (Labourdette 
and Mylroie, 2008).  The implications of lens migration and vertical cave distribution 




Figure 2.1 Plot of Bahamas flank margin caves showing three distinct slopes 
indicating small, medium, and large flank margin caves.   
Note there are more small and medium sized caves than there are large caves (Roth 
2004).  The step-wise size increases indicate the caves grow slowly by dissolution, then 
abruptly by intersection with neighboring caves. 
If the freshwater lens does not remain in one location for a lengthy period of time, 
it does not allow for the small chambers to grow and intersect.  Instead, the lens forms the 
small chambers then abandons them as sea level changes and the lens moves.  These 
small flank margin caves can intersect the surface through collapse (Infante et al., 2011).  
This is the case in the Bahamas where banana holes formed syndepositionally in 
prograding subtidal facies during the MIS 5e highstand.  The progradation continually 
moves the lens margin, and hence the prime area of speleogenesis.  As a result of forming 
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during this highstand, the cave roofs are only 1-2 meters thick and susceptible to collapse, 
and the formation of banana holes occurs (Mylroie, 2013). 
In addition to flank margin caves forming in young eogenetic limestone, there is 
also evidence of these caves forming in denser telogenetic limestones.  Evidence of this is 
seen in both England and New Zealand.  In these dense telogenetic settings, where the 
matrix porosity and permeability is low, fluid flow instead follows bedding planes, joints, 
and fractures.  Where these fractures are widely spaced, so will be the resulting caves.  
However, when the fractures are spaced closely together, the flank margin cave formation 
is similar to that in eogenetic rocks as dissolution can occur over a volume, instead of 
being restricted to planes (Mylroie and Mylroie, 2013). 
Just as the porosities of eogenetic and telogenetic rocks play a role in flank 
margin cave development, facies and their differing porosities have similar effects.  
Caves on Mallorca, off the coast of Spain, show that in the more permeable reef facies, 
the large chambers typical of flank margin caves are present.  However, in the less 
permeable lagoonal mud facies, flank margin cave development is primarily controlled 






Mechanics of Collapse 
One result of speleogenesis is breakdown and collapse.  The voids that develop in 
soluble rocks such as carbonates can leave the host rock mechanically unstable.  The void 
will collapse as a result of mechanical failure until a stable roof configuration is reached, 
or the void fills with breakdown and becomes self-supportive (White, 1988; Ford and 
Williams, 2007). 
The major stresses in a cave passage are in the rock above the passage, the 
ceiling.  Stresses from overlying horizontal beds and from gravity create stress lines that 
run vertical from the surface to the cave passage.  Where they intersect the passage, they 
deflect around the passage and create a stress distribution in the shape of a dome, called a 
tension dome (figure 3.1) (Ford and Williams, 2007).  In non-horizontal, steeply dipping 
strata, this same tension dome exists, but updip walls and ceilings are more unstable, and 




Figure 3.1 The stress fields associated with a void at depth (Ford & Williams 2007). 
 
Two important factors that contribute to collapse are the span of the ceiling or 
passage (beam length), and the thickness of the beds that make up the ceiling (critical 
thickness): the width of the beam is not important in collapse.  In general, the thicker the 
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bed (beam), the stronger it is (figure 3.2) (White, 1988; White and White, 2000).  This 
equation assumes telogenetic rock, and that the overlying stress does not change, which is 
not true for systems that are being buried.   
 
Figure 3.2 Empirical plot of cave roof stability, the shaded region defines stable 
conditions while the other half of the plot defines failure  
(Waltham et al. 2010). 
Another important factor in ceiling collapse is the type of beam that forms the 
ceiling, fixed or cantilever beams (figure 3.3).  Fixed beams, the stronger of the two, span 
the entire passage width, and are anchored on either side of the passage by the beds above 




Figure 3.3 Plot of cave roof stability for fixed beams and cantilever beams.  
Note that the fixed beam configuration results in a more stable situation (White 1988). 
 
The critical thickness for a fixed beam is represented by: 
 Tcrit = ρl2 / 2S (3.1) 
Where Tcrit is the critical thickness of the ceiling bed, ρ is the density of the bed 
material, l is the beam length (passage or chamber width), and S is the flexural stress 
(White, 1988; White and White, 2000). 
When a beam is not supported on both sides of the passage it is a cantilever beam, 
the weaker of the two.  Its critical thickness is determined by: 
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 Tcrit = 3ρl2 / 2S          (3.2) 
These two equations determine how thick a bed must be in order to support a 
given passage or chamber width, based on the rock properties, in air filled passages.  It is 
important to note that rock density, ρ, is used as an approximation for strength, and that 
the model uses flexural strength, assuming the bed suddenly breaks like an overstretched 
piece of elastic, as a result of some geologic trigger (Ford and Williams, 2007). 
This model does not allow for plastic deformation or the development of cracks in 
stressed areas.  While sometimes collapse may be sudden, as a result of a geologic event, 
other times, beds may collapse slowly through crack propagation, resulting from 
deformation and creep.  Tharp (1995) addresses the issue of collapse resulting from 
subcritical crack propagation in compression in this equation (Tharp, 1999): 
 v = c(KI / KIC)n (3.3) 
Where KI is stress intensity (MPa m0.5), KIC is the fracture toughness of the rock, 
and c and n are empirical constants (c is a constant related to activation energy for crack 
movement and n is based on the known time dependence of a material) (Tharp, 1999; 
White and White, 2000; Ford and Williams, 2007).  The time to failure for any given 
stress state and pore pressure can be determine using this equation (Tharp, 1999).  It can 
take anywhere from thousands of years to a million years for a bed to collapse solely 
from crack propagation in the absence of a geologic event triggering the collapse (White 
and White, 2000). 
Because this model is based on fracture toughness of the rock it is worth noting 
that different rocks will respond differently to crack propagation. For example, the highly 
porous and vuggy Cenozoic limestones of the Caribbean are not a dense or ‘strong’ rock, 
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but have a very high fracture toughness, whereas the Paleozoic limestones of the eastern 
United State are much more dense and ‘strong’, but have a low fracture toughness, and 
fracture easily (White and White, 2000).  This type of relationship can be seen in 
Carlsbad Caverns.  In the Big Room, located in a reef rock, there is hardly any 
breakdown.  However, where passages enter the denser backreef facies more breakdown 
can be observed (Ford and Williams, 2007). 
How Collapse Initiates 
Now that the mechanics of collapse have been addressed, it is important to discuss 
some factors that determine when and where breakdown will occur (Ford and Williams, 
2007).  As previously stated, when a cave passages transitions from being completely 
filled with water to only partially filled or dry, this loss of water coincides with the loss of 
buoyant support on the ceiling.  For a typical limestone, with a density of 2.4 g/cm3, 42% 
of the ceiling’s support is lost when the chamber is no longer water filled (White and 
White, 2000).  Ford and Williams (2007) state a range of 30-50% buoyant support for 
different karst rocks, depending on their density (given that fresh water density is fixed at 
1.0 g/cm3).  Repeated flood-drain cycles can flex the ceiling, causing rock fatigue and 




Figure 3.4 Image depicting flood-drain cycle of a void and resulting collapse. 
 
However, as proposed earlier, if a void is full of water or connate brine, and 
transitions to an oil filled void, assuming that the void is pressurized and remains so, this 
transition could in itself initiate collapse and enhance the reservoir. 
As stated, in a water filled void, water provides 42% of the ceiling support in a 
limestone host rock with a density of 2.4 g/cm3.  Building on this, one can determine the 
buoyant support if that same void was filled with a connate brine solution, with a total 
dissolved solid load (TDS) ranging from 45 g/L -  400 g/L (Bein and Dutton, 1993) by 
converting this to a density and adding the TDS density to the density of water.  Doing 
this, the density of Permian Basin brines was determined to range between 1.045 g/cm3 
and 1.4 g/cm3.  Matray and Fontes’ (1990) study of brines in the Paris basin determined 
densities within this range, and Fisher and Kreitler (1987) also found brines in the Palo 
Duro Basin that fall within this range. Using this range of densities, it can then be 
determined that a connate brine solution will provide between 44% and 58% of ceiling 
support.  From this analysis, it is apparent that connate brines provide more ceiling 
support than fresh water.  This extra support could contribute to voids surviving at depth. 
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In addition, a less dense rock (e.g. eogenetic limestone) will result in the fluid 
providing more ceiling support, again contributing to preservation.  For example, a void 
with a host rock with a density of 2.0 g/cm3 full of a brine, with a density of 1.4 g/cm3, 
will have 70% of its ceiling weight supported.   
Conversely, crude oils are less dense than both water and connate brines.  A light 
crude, such as Louisiana Light Sweet, has a density of 0.84 g/cm3, and heavy crude such 
as Tia Juana Pesado can have a density of 0.99 g/cm3 (Strateiv et al., 2010).  Using the 
same example as before, a void in a telogenetic carbonate rock with a density of 2.4 
g/cm3, crude oil will only provide between 35% and 41% of the ceiling support.  This 
lack of ceiling support can very well contribute to collapse, and the enlargement of the 
reservoir (figure 3.5).  It is possible that replacement of water or connate brines by oil is 
itself a collapse initiator, and that oil can actually enhance the reservoir, depending on 
pressure conditions.  
 
Figure 3.5 Image showing the percent ceiling support of different fluids.   
Note the high percent of ceiling support that a brine provides compared to a light crude.  
Also note that these fluids provide more ceiling support in eogenetic rocks. 
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Also, speleogenesis itself plays a major factor in the process of collapse.  If 
speleogenesis continues to act on a passage, it will continue to widen the passage to a 
point where it becomes mechanically unstable.  Back flooding is another factor that can 
initiate collapse.  If a passage becomes flooded with water, this water will rise into joints, 
and the dissolution that takes place during this time can widen the joints leading to 
destabilization and potential collapse (Mylroie, 1987; White and White, 2000; Ford and 
Williams, 2007).  Repeated flooding and draining, as happens in the epiphreatic stage of 
epigene cave development results in periodic rock flexure, and subsequent rock fatigue 
and failure (figure 3.4). 
In addition to chemical weathering, mechanical weathering also initiates collapse.  
Both ice wedging, when water in joints and bedding planes freezes and expands, and 
crystal wedging, replacement of calcite by larger minerals, can fracture the rock causing 
it to collapse (White and White, 2000).  Salt acts in the same way in many caves around 
the world (Ford and Williams, 2007). 
While all of these seem to be localized events, Loucks (1999; 2010) discusses the 
regional effects of collapse, initiated by the loss of buoyant support, and later large-scale 
regional collapse as a result of stress from overlying strata. Even though Loucks (1999; 
2010) assumes epigenic cave development, it is important to consider hypogenic cave 
formation.  A hypogene cave may experience collapse while speleogenesis is still 
occurring, resulting in accommodation space implications. These large-scale collapse 
structures will be discussed in an upcoming section, but first it is important to discuss 




A passage or chamber will continue to collapse until it reaches a mechanically 
stable configuration.  Most commonly, three configurations are reached, including: 1) an 
arch supporting the ceiling over an open passage or chamber, 2) a situation where a cave 
continues to collapse until the breakdown pile reaches the ceiling, stabilizing itself, or 3) 
the collapse reaches the earth’s surface (Loucks, 1999; Ford and Williams, 2007; 
Waltham et al., 2010; White and White, 2010). 
As fixed beams fail and collapse, they turn into cantilever beams and the ceiling 
migrates upwards to the next stable bed (fixed beam) creating a tension dome.  This 
series of events, collapse then upward migration of the ceiling continues until a stable 
configuration is reached.  The result of this process is a domal or arch structure in the 
ceiling of the passage or chamber, comprised of upward migrating cantilever beams 
(figure 3.6) (White and White, 2000; Ford and Williams, 2007). 
 
Figure 3.6 Model showing how a stable domal configuration can be reached  
(Waltham et al. 2010). 
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According to Waltham et al. (2010), higher parabolic arches develop in weak 
rocks, whereas lower arches form in stronger rocks.  However, if a deeply buried cave 
has a thick roof and adequate space, it has the potential to develop any shape arch.  While 
these arches are created by collapse events leading to a stable configuration, Waltham et 
al. (2010) also suggests that phreatic dissolution can create naturally stable arched 
ceilings, but rarely wider than 20 m. 
The tension domes created in these situations can be very stable, and when 
coupled with the correct geology and rock fabric, allow for open voids to survive to 
remarkable depths.  The depths to which voids can survive, and examples of open voids 
that have been discovered, will be discussed in an upcoming section. 
Andrejchuk (1999) Collapse Equation 
Not all voids will survive as open chambers in the subsurface, and more often 
than not this is the case.  When a void fails to create a stable enough configuration to 
support the overlying stresses, and remain open in the subsurface, collapse will only 
cease when the chamber fills with enough breakdown that the breakdown supports itself 
(Ford and Williams, 2007).  Assuming a closed system, and that none of the breakdown 
is removed through erosion or dissolution, the stabilizing height of the passage or 
chamber can be determined by the equation presented by Andrejchuk (1999) in 
Andrejchuk and Klimchouk (2002), and Ford and Williams (2007): 
 h = ho * (k loos / k loos -1) (3.4) 
Where h is the stabilizing height of the chamber, h0 is the initial height of the 
chamber before collapse, and k loos is the coefficient of rock loosening (Andrejchuk and 
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Klimchouk, 2002).  K loos creates some problems that are addressed below.  Also note, 
that this equation only accounts for vertical collapse, and does not take into account 
collapse from the passage walls (horizontal collapse). 
The coefficient of rock loosening, k loos, is the ratio of volume of bulk mass of 
fallen clasts, to the volume of solid rock source, increasing from friable sandy-clayey 
material to solid rock.  For example, k loos for sand and gravel typically ranges between 
1.1-1.4, for small rock fragments between 1.5-2.5, and for large fragments greater than 
3.0 (Andrejchuk & Klimchouk, 2002).   
Andrejchuk, (pers. com.) stated:  “k loos is growing with “massivity” of rocks and 
decreases proportionally to increasing of stratification”.  In addition, there is no table 
showing the volume of k loos because, “k is very sensitive for rock lithology and 
structure.”  He indicated that the best way to find k loos for a particular rock is through 
experimental studies. 
Loucks’ Collapse Equation 
Loucks (1999; 2007; 2010) also addresses the issue of the degree to which a 
passage can enlarge before the collapse material stabilizes the passage or chamber, 
assuming a closed system.  According to Loucks (2010), cave systems collapse in three 
stages: early intrastratal deformation, late intrastratal deformation, and late suprastratal 
deformation.  While Loucks (2007; 2010) does not go into great detail on the mechanics 
of collapse, the three periods of collapse that he proposes generally agree with previous 
literature on the mechanisms of collapse.  Loucks (2010) divides the stages of cave 




Figure 3.7 Evolution of a cave passage from a water filled passage to a collapsed, 
breccia filled stable passage  
(Loucks 2010). 
First, early intrastratal deformation occurs while the cave is still forming and 
relatively close to the surface.   Loucks (2010) states that caves formed in the phreatic 
zone have an ellipsoid or subcircular cross section, and is in agreement with previous 
authors (White and White, 2000; Ford and Williams, 2007), that water supports 42% of 
the ceiling weight in a phreatic tube, and loses this support as it transitions into the 
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vadose zone.  While this epigene interpretation is correct, it does not account for 
hypogene caves, in that the term vadose is not associated with hypogene speleogenesis.  
In addition, while he states that cave passages have a subcircular or ellipsoid shape 
(Loucks, 2010), he does not account for other possible shapes that could be used in 
modeling different cave and passage morphologies. 
As a result of the loss of buoyant support, and stress from the weight of overlying 
strata, passage ceilings and walls begin to collapse into a stable arch configuration 
(Loucks 2007; 2010).  One difference in Loucks’ (2007; 2010) interpretation of collapse 
in respects to others is the mention of collapse originating in part due to the weight of 
overlying strata.  Once collapse initiates, collapse material forms a breakdown pile on the 
floor of the cave, and fractures develop in the walls and ceiling as a result of the stress 
(Loucks 2010). 
 The second stage in Loucks (2010) collapse sequence is late intrastratal 
deformation.  This deformation occurs as the cave is buried into the deeper subsurface.  
During this stage, ceilings and walls continue to collapse creating additional fractures and 
breccias in the walls and ceiling.  As the ceiling sags from the overlying stresses, both 
normal and reverse faults develop above the cave.  Overlying strata will then sag into the 
collapse.  As individual passages and chambers collapse, the faults and fractures they 
create may intersect other faults and fractures of nearby collapse zones (Loucks 1999; 
2007; 2010). 
Finally, there is late suprastratal deformation that occurs when collapse affects the 
younger beds overlying an unconformity (Loucks, 2010).  As the cave system continues 
to be buried, and the lithostatic pressures increase, mechanical compaction of previous 
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collapse breccias will result in more ceiling and wall collapse, and additional fractures 
and breccias radiating out from the cave walls and ceiling.  This late-stage collapse will 
further affect the overlying strata, creating sag features, faults, and fractures (Loucks 
2007; 2010).   
An important outcome of this series of collapse events is that as burial, 
compaction, and collapse continue, they increase the volume of the collapse area.  The 
volume increases as fractures and breccias radiate farther out into the surrounding host 
rock.  As this expansion occurs for each individual passage or chamber, they may 
eventually intersect each other, creating an even larger brecciated area (Loucks, 1999).  
Loucks (1999), states the loss in cavernous porosity (to collapse) greatly increases the 
volume of interbreccia porosity (i.e. the total void volume has not changed, just the 
distribution of that volume). 
This relationship between the loss of cavernous porosity and the increase in cross 
sectional extent of brecciation and fracturing is expressed in the following equation first 
presented in Loucks (1999) (figure 3.8): 
 ½ (op  r2op) = ½ (bz  r2bz) (3.5) 
Where op is the porosity of the original cave passage (an open passage = 100% 
porosity), rop is the radius of the original cave passage, bz porosity of the brecciated zone 
following collapse (Loucks (1999) uses a 5% porosity), and rbz is the new radius of the 
brecciated zone following collapse (Loucks 1999).  This equation redistributes the 
original porosity.  A decrease in the open passage porosity will result in an increase in the 




Figure 3.8 Loucks’ collapse model showing how the extent of the collapse breccia is 




Based on accommodation space and breccia porosity, this equation shows the 
hypothetical maximum extent of brecciation and fracturing resulting from collapse 
(Loucks, 1999).  It is easy to see that the affected area of a collapsed passage can increase 
dramatically from the original passage area.  While this example is an excellent attempt 
at quantifying the area of the new brecciated zone, this equation can only be used for 
hemispherical passages.  Also, this calculation must be integrated through the entire 
passage or chamber in order to obtain a correct volume.  A useful implication of this 
equation is that by using current cave data, an attempt at determining the volume and 
geometry of paleokarst reservoirs can be made.  Another important note is that the 
Loucks’ (1999) equation (eqn 3.5) solves for the increase in the radius of a collapse 
passage before the breccia builds up enough to stabilize the passage, where the 
Andrejchuk (1999) equation in Ford and Williams (2007), and Andrejchuk and 
Klimchouk (2002), equation (eqn 3.4), solves for the height in which a passage will 
increase before it stabilizes itself.  Both equations assume closed systems, meaning there 
is no rock transport in or out. 
Comparing Collapse Equations 
Based on Ford and Williams’ (2007) example, where initial cave height = 10 m 
and porosity = 20%, they determine that stabilization will occur at 50 m above the 
original cave floor.  There seem to be discrepancies between how Ford and Williams 
(2007) and Andrejchuk and Klimchouck (2002) use the Andrejchuk (1999) equation.  
While Ford and Williams (2007) use porosity for k, Anderjchuk and Kilichouk (2002) 
use k loos as a rock loosening coefficient.  In the example they provide, of a void with an 
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open passage height of 10 m, stabilizes at a height of 60 m above the original cave floor, 
using a k loos value of 1.2. 
Using the Loucks’ (1999) equation, with radius of the original passage = 10 m, 
original porosity = 100%, and collapse porosity = 20%, the passage will stabilize at a 
radius (height) of 22.4 m.  If the collapse porosity decreased to 5%, as a result of deep-
burial compression and compaction for example, then the passage will not stabilize until 
the radius is 44.7 m.  As demonstrated, collapse porosity plays a large part in determining 






Understanding present day karst is the key to understanding how paleokarst has 
formed and evolved.  When a karst system becomes disconnected with its mass transport 
systems and is no long subjected to speleogenesis, it turns into paleokarst.  Paleokarst is 
sometimes called fossilized karst (Klimchouck and Ford, 2000), in that it has evolved 
into paleokarst by burial, isolation, or cessation.  The transition from karst to paleokarst is 
not always a permanent one.  Paleokarst can be reactivated or exhumed many times, 
resulting in several overprints of the initial karst feature (Klimchouck and Ford, 2000; 
Armstrong and Osborne, 2002). 
As paleocave systems are buried into the deep subsurface, they have the potential 
of acting as paleokarst reservoirs for hydrocarbons.  These paleokarst reservoirs, which 
often form under major composite unconformities, can be preserved as open caverns, 
zones of collapse, or a combination of both.  Paleokarst reservoirs are important in both 
hydrocarbon exploration and production, as they can contain large petroleum 
accumulations (Tinkerton et al., 1995; Loucks, 1999; Stoudt and Raines, 2004), and 
recovery can be high. 
Loucks’ (1999) assumes that paleokarst is buried epigene karst, and only accounts 
for telogenetic rocks.  In addition, Loucks (2003) states that paleocave systems are 
products of near-surface dissolution, followed by later burial, collapse, compaction, and 
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coalescence.  However, without significant uplift and subsequent erosion to provide a 
large sediment load needed to bury and preserve an epigene cave system, faster than the 
system is itself being eroded, it is hard to preserve epigene systems.  More likely, 
paleokarst reservoirs are products of hypogene and island karst.  Hypogene karst forms 
from the bottom up in deep environments, which will make preservation easier.  In 
addition, island karst forms within the rock often on low-lying, active carbonate 
platforms.  Any rise in sea level or platform subsidence can result in burial by newly 
produced carbonate material. 
Loucks (1999) observes that paleokarst reservoirs often form under composite 
unconformities.  Unconformities are a result of subaerial exposure tied to marine 
regressions.  A regression means that there is a shoreline and a lens margin present, 
further implying a mixing zone or island karst situation as opposed to an epigene 
situation as stated by Loucks (1999).  Composite systems, such as seen in the large 
mixing-zone conduit caves of the Quintana Roo coast in Yucatan, Mexico, are another 
possibility (Kambesis and Coke, 2013). 
Cavernous Paleokarst 
Cavernous paleokarst can be maintained through the preservation of open 
chambers, or through partial collapse reaching a mechanically stable configuration.  
Often these are closed systems that do not allow any sediment to be transported into them 
and fill the void, however there are occasions when fine-grain sediment can infiltrate and 
fill the void.  Vadose conditions can allow subaerial calcite deposition.  These features 
are formed from the bottom, hypogenically, or are formed as island karst.  Cavernous 
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paleokarst sites are only discovered through drilling or by surface erosion such as cliff 
and slope retreat (Mylroie and Carew, 2000; Armstrong and Osborne, 2002). 
While it is accepted that caverns do exist, as demonstrated by drill bit drops, the 
depth to which they can exist is a subject of debate.  Loucks (1999; 2007) states that 
cavernous porosity is common to depths of 2,000 m (6,560 ft) and is observed down to 
3,000 m (9,840 ft).  Loucks (2003) states voids can be preserved to depths of 8,000 to 
9,000 ft (2,440 to 2,740 m) before they collapse.  However, the Bahamas Oil Company, 
drilled the Andros No.1 well on Andros Island that encountered caverns between 10,660 
ft (3,249 m) and 10,709 ft (3,264 m).  The well was abandoned when a break in the 7 
inch (18 cm) casing resulted in 8,000 ft (2,438 m) of drill pipe lost into the cavern.  Even 
with the attempt of an unsuccessful fishing mission, the drill pipe was never detected 
(Spencer, 1966). 
Yates Oil Field 
While the Andros No. 1 well proves that voids can survive very deep in the 
subsurface, cavernous voids are more often encountered in the shallower subsurface 
(Spencer, 1966).  One example of this type of cavernous paleokarst is found in the 
Permian age San Andres Formation in the Yates Oil Field.  Here, 1,566 individual cave 
occurrences have been documented with an average height of 2.8 ft (0.8 m) (Stafford et 
al., 2008; 2009) at depths of 350-600 m (1,148.3-1,968.5 ft) (Loucks, 1999). 
Craig (1987) notes the principle unconformity between the upper San Andres 
formation and the lower Grayburg Fm.  While Loucks (1999) states that major cave 
systems form under composite unconformities; the Yates field is an example of 
paleokarst production from a single unconformity (Wright, 1991).  Craig (1987) goes on 
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to say that that the karst features in the Yates Field are a result of a freshwater lens that 
developed in a cluster of limestone islands produced by either tectonic uplift or 
regressions of the Late Permian seas (figure 4.1).   
 
Figure 4.1 West to East cross section across the Yates field depicting cave formation 
within the Permian Sea  
(Craig, 1987). 
The patterns of caves and cave heights in the Yates Field fit the physical and 
chemical dynamics of freshwater lenses in limestone islands (Craig, 1987).  Tinkerton et 
al. (1995), and Stoudt and Raines (2004) also propose that major transgressive and 
regressive cycles, each capped by a subaerially exposed island complex, resulted in 
separate cave forming events. 
In addition, Tinkerton et al. (1995) proposes an island karst model of formation, 
where mixing zone dissolution formed the caves, and their distribution was controlled by 
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location of the water table and paleoshoreline.  Stoudt and Raines (2004) agree that there 
is well-developed downdip, shelf margin parallel karsting, and suggest similar patterns 
can be observed at composite boundaries in coastal paleokarst settings.   
Wright (1991) states that margins of some platforms and shelves are modified by 
large-scale collapse.  This occurs in two fashions.  The first is through lateral unloading 
of the margin or platform’s parallel fracture systems.  In this case, the fractures are often 
curvilinear or vertical and have a large lateral extent, up to tens of kilometers, on both the 
submarine bank and on land.  The fractures often parallel the bank margin and have been 
enlarged by cavities.  The second method is through mixing zone dissolution.  On 
carbonate ramps, autogenic waters often create complex and extensive karstification 
resulting from mixing zone dissolution, which may connect with the platform margin 
fracture system creating a large interconnected reservoir (Wright, 1991). 
While there is collapse in the Yates Field, open caverns at depths of 350-600 m 
(1,148.3-1,968.5 ft) (Loucks, 1999) below the surface suggest that the field has yet to be 
buried to a depth that would result in total collapse.  This cavernous porosity produces 
remarkably high sustained flow rates, sudden rushes of oil during drilling, and also 
results in numerous drill bit drops (Craig, 1987; Tinkerton et al., 1995). 
Contrary to the island karst mechanism of formation, Stafford et al. (2008; 2009) 
propose a purely hypogene origin of the Yates Field, the largest individual oil field in the 
Permian Basin.  In this model, solutional aggressivity was increased by the addition of 
thermal waters and sulfuric acid components.   The down cutting of the Pecos River 
created a potentiometric low that was the driving force for basin-scale groundwater and 
hypogene fluids (Stafford et al, 2008; 2009). 
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As mentioned, Tinkerton et al. (1995) proposed that the cave formation occurred 
during three sea-level standstills, and that distribution was controlled by the water table, 
and paleoshoreline.  Stafford et al. (2008; 2009), propose that cave distribution was 
controlled by lithologic and structural boundaries, typical of hypogene systems.  In 
particular, Stafford et al. (2009) says that karst features developed along crest of an 
anticline that is present in the Yates field, not at an elliptical band, which would suggest 
island karst dissolution.  Labourdette and Mylroie (2008) demonstrated that step back of 
the lens margin, as cavernous porosity exceeds 20%, duplicates the paleokarst features 
observed in the Yates field; Stafford et al. (2008) did not consider lens step-back.   
Despite the differences on the origin of the Yates Field, Stafford et al. (2008) does 
agree with Tinkerton et al. (1995) that the field contains cavernous porosity and collapse 
breccias which contribute to numerous bit drop and very high hydrocarbon flow rates. 
Cambro-Ordovician Formation 
In addition to the Yates Field, cavernous porosity is also found in the Black 
Warrior Basin, located in northwest Mississippi.  The cavernous porosity is found in the 
upper Cambro-Ordovician Knox Limestone and Dolomite, the Mississippi equivalent to 
the Ordovician Ellenburger Group of West Texas. This paleokarst feature, in which no 
significant amount of oil was ever found, also lies below an unconformity, the Cretaceous 
– Paleozoic unconformity (Walkinshaw, pers. com.).  The paleokarst features in the 
Cambro-Ordovician Knox Fm. are characterized by bit drops and loss of circulation 
down to 7,000 ft (2,133.6 m).  The distribution of the paleokarst features parallels the 
paleo-shelf margin in a carbonate facies just as Stoudt & Raines (2004) and Wright 




Paleokarst reservoirs are more commonly made of collapsed paleokarst, as it is 
more likely for a passage to collapse when buried.  As with cavernous paleokarst, 
collapsed paleokarst can form an important type of carbonate reservoir (Loucks, 1999).  
Collapsed paleokarst reservoirs are unique in that as individual passages, chambers, and 
entire cave systems collapse, they intersect each other forming a system that is hundreds 
to several thousands of meters across, thousands of meters long, and from ten to over a 
hundred meters thick (Loucks et al., 2004).  The result is a large reservoir that Loucks 
(1999) refers to as the coalesced collapsed-paleocave hypothesis (figure 4.2), which is 
based on paleokarst formed by epigene cave systems.  This paleokarst reservoir not only 
provides a large exploration target, but also enhanced reservoir continuity (Loucks, 
1999).  Mylroie and Carew (1995) presented an argument in which the regression or 
transgression of a carbonate ramp would create a field of flank margin caves, producing a 




Figure 4.2 Evolution from active cave systems into coalesced, collapsed paleocave 
systems.  
Note the integration of several small passages into one large collapse zone, resulting in a 




Figure 4.3 Flank margin cave development on a carbonate ramp.   
Note that sea level transgression creates a field of flank margin caves, forming a larger 
footprint than one single cave-forming event, and preserving them with deposition of new 
carbonate sediment (Modified from Mylroie and Carew, 1995). 
Lower Ordovician Ellenburger Group 
One such example of a coalesced, collapse paleocave system is in the Lower 
Ordovician Ellenburger Group, the Permian Basin equivalent of the El Paso Group, and 
older than the previously discussed San Andres Fm.  The Ellenburger Group is part of a 
Lower Ordovican carbonate platform that covers a large portion of the southern United 
States, and is one of the largest shallow water carbonate platforms ever discovered in the 
geologic record (McMechan et al., 1998; Loucks, 2003; Loucks et al., 2004; Loucks, 
2007; Loucks, 2010).   
As the Early Ordovician was coming to an end, there was a worldwide regression 
that created a second-order unconformity, the Sauk-Tippecanoe Supersequence 
Boundary; creating another major karsting event under a major unconformity.  This 
lowstand, which lasted several million to tens of million of years, produced extensive 
karst features throughout the United States (Loucks, 2003).  Loucks (2003) states that 
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during this long period of time, extensive shallow diagenesis probably occurred as a 
result of meteoric karst processes.  Again, presenting the epigene karst formation bias.  
Loucks (2003) does go on to say that the thrusting of the Ouachita Orogeny, could have 
pushed hydrothermal fluids through the permeable pathways in the Ellenburger, 
producing late-stage diagenesis.  However, Loucks (2003) concludes that karsting and 
collapse had to occur before this event took place and the late-stage hydrothermal events 
created a saddle dolomite.  While there is mention of hydrothermal events, there in no 
mention of hypogenic cave formation.  In addition, there is no reference to the caves 
possibly forming through an island karst / mixing zone dissolution mechanism as 
presented in Smart and Whitaker (1991), even though most of the karst reservoirs in the 
Ellenburger occur predominately in the inner-ramp depositional settings (figure 4.4) 
(Loucks, 2003). 
 
Figure 4.4 Geologic characteristics of the Ellenburger Group.   
Note that the predominant karst features are in the inner ramp depositional setting (From 
Holtz and Kerans (1992) in Loucks (2003)). 
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Loucks et al. (2004) used ground-penetrating radar (GPR), core, and outcrop data 
to study the three-dimensional architecture of the paleocave system.  From the GPR data 
collected near Marble Falls, Texas, Loucks et al (2004) and Loucks (2003) were able to 
locate several breccia bodies, as much as 350 m (1,150 ft) wide, 1,005 m (3,300 ft) long, 
and tens of meters high outlining the trend of the now collapsed cave passages.  Between 
the brecciated bodies were areas of disturbed and undisturbed bedrock as wide as 200 m 
(660 ft).  The porous brecciated bodies were also seen stacked on top of each other, 
sometimes separated by disturbed and undisturbed bedrock, indicating several levels of 
paleocave development (figure 4.5).  Due to the nature of cave formation, the zones are 
often laterally discontinuous.  While these zones commonly have low porosity (<5%) 
karst-related fracturing can create permeability in the hundreds of millidarcys (Loucks, 




Figure 4.5 Core description and SP log for a section of the Ellenburger Group.   
Note the stacked porous breccia zones that are a result of several levels of paleocave 
development (From Loucks & Handford (1992) and Loucks (2001) in Loucks (2003)). 
Circular sag structures, which are common over collapsed passages, were 
identified in the McDonnell et al. (2007) study of the Lower Ordovician Ellenburger 
Group in the Fort Worth Basin, Texas (figure 4.6), in addition to the Loucks et al. (2004) 
study on the Lower Ordovician Ellenburger Group near Marble Falls, Texas.  Over the 
collapsed passage, in the overlying strata, graben structures can be identified, bound by 
several small faults.  Most of the faults over the collapse zones are normal faults, but 
reverse faults can also be seen.  The result of these faults, which can have several meters 
of throw, is circular sag structures, which can have a vertical extent greater than 600 m 
(1,970 ft) and are 500 – 1,200 m (1,640-3,970 ft) in diameter.  Often times, these circular 
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sags occur in linear trends (Loucks, 2010).  According to Loucks (2003) these sags, a 
result of cave collapse, may indicate the best paleokarst reservoir locations. 
 
Figure 4.6 Structurally smoothed attribute extraction from the Fort Worth Basin, 
Texas, from McDonnel et al. (2007) in Loucks (2007) showing circular 
sags structures and faults associated with collapse.   
Also, shown is the rectilinear shape they form. 
Several studies state that the brecciated bodies, and circular sags and faults 
commonly form a rectilinear pattern.   Loucks (1999) recognized this pattern when he 
attempted to display the geometry of the entire Mammoth Cave System as if it had 
collapsed (figure 4.7).   Lucia (1995) also recognized a rectilinear collapse pattern in the 
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Franklin Mountains of west Texas, and Loucks (1999) recognizes it in the Permian Yates 
Field (figure 4.8).  Again, Loucks (2003) finds this rectilinear pattern in Marble Falls and 
above the Ellenburger plaeokarst. Finally, McDonnell et al. (2007) identifies the same 
pattern in the Fort Worth Basin, Texas (figure 4.6).  Loucks (2003) suggests that this 
pattern may be a result of the regional fracture system, but notes that no study has 





Figure 4.7 A) Map of Mammoth Cave, Kentucky from (Palmer 1995) in Loucks 
(1999).  B) Loucks’ (1999) attempt at portraying the collapse footprint of 
Mammoth Cave.   
Loucks’ (1999) states the collapse reservoir displays a rectilinear pattern with breccia 




Figure 4.8 Map showing the collapse and structural features of Yates field.   






Three-dimensional relationships of coalesced, collapsed-paleocave systems have 
not been characterized (Loucks et al., 2004).  However, based on the fact that Loucks 
(1999) considers the size, shape, and spatial complexity of paleocave systems a result of 
their near-surface size, shape, and complexity, it is possible to study paleocave systems 
and reservoirs.  When attempting this study, it is important to understand the processes 
working on modern cave systems and integrate this knowledge into the paleocave system 
(Loucks, 1999). 
Because the process of cave burial and collapse cannot be directly observed, 
modern caves systems must be used as a starting point (Loucks, 1999).  As stated in 
Loucks (1999), one way to determine the outcome of burying a near-surface cave into a 
deep system of coalesced collapse paleocaves, is to project the burial of well-mapped 
modern caves.  This thesis project evaluates paleokarst reservoirs through the study of 
modern day caves, using new technologies as a tool in accomplishing this, and 
recognizing that deep hypogene speleogenesis and flank margin caves may invalidate the 
near-surface cave model. 
The Loucks’ (1999) collapse model uses a hemisphere to determine the extent of 
brecciation for a cave passage.  However, in order to better determine the collapse 
footprint of different types of cave passages: epigene, hypogene, and flank margin caves, 
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different shapes are used to model each respective cave.  End-member, simple shapes are 
used to calculate the extent of collapse and brecciation.   
For an epigene cave, a horizontal tube approximates the cave shape (r<<h) (figure 
5.1). A flank margin cave is approximated by a disc (r>>h) with a vertical axis (figure 
5.2), and a sphere approximates a hypogene cave (r=h).  The Loucks’ (1999) collapse 
equation (eqn 3.5), and the Andrejchuk (1999), in Andrejchuk and Klimchouk (2002), 
and Ford and Williams (2007), equation (eqn 3.4) are used and modified to represent r.  
Through modification and integration of these two equations, new equations were 
developed to solve for the new proposed shapes.  It is also important to note that a 
hemisphere may not be the proper epigene passage shape to use.  A full tube is more 
likely, in which case the accommodation space doubles, as the lower half of the 
hemisphere is not likely to collapse upward.  The resulting brecciated collapse zone 
should be appropriately larger. 
 
Figure 5.1 Example of a horizontal tube (h>>r) that will be used to mimic the shape of 





Figure 5.2 Example of a flat disc (r>>h) to mimic a flank margin cave. 
 
Starting with these simple shapes allows for their actual volume/ accommodation 
space to be determined.  By knowing the shapes’ initial volume, the volume of collapse 
material they can hold was determined, assuming a 5% collapse breccia porosity when 
appropriate (Loucks, 1999). 
Loucks’ (1999) Hemispherical Collapse Equation 
As previously presented in eqn 3.5, the Loucks’ (1999) equation is the basis of the 
tube collapse equation and the sphere collapse equation: 
 ½ (op  r2op) = ½ (bz  r2bz) (5.1) 
Where op is the porosity of the original cave passage (an open passage = 100% 
porosity), rop is the radius of the original cave passage, bz porosity of the brecciated zone 
following collapse (Loucks (1999) uses a 5% porosity), and rbz is the new radius of 
brecciated zone following collapse.  This equation redistributes the original porosity.  A 
decrease in the open passage porosity will result in an increase in the brecciated area, 
relative to the original void values. 
In order to determine the initial volume for the Loucks’ (1999) equation the 
following equation is used: 
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 V = ½ (r2opl) (5.2) 
Where V = volume (m3), r2op = initial open passage radius, and l = the length of 
the passage. 
To determine the volume of the collapsed brecciated area, the following equation 
is used: 
 V = ½ (bz  r2bzl) (5.3) 
Where V = volume (m3), r2bz = collapsed brecciated passage radius, and l = the 
length of the passage. 
Tube Collapse Equation 
As previously stated, an epigene cave was modeled using a horizontal cylinder, a 
tube, where the radius of the passage is smaller than the total extent of the passage when 
integrated through the passage.  By modifying the Loucks’ (1999) collapse equation to 



















Where R = the upper hemisphere collapse radius, r = the original open passage 
radius and the radius of the bottom hemisphere, and 

  = the breccia collapse porosity 
(5% for this study, based on the Loucks’ (1999) equation). 
In order to determine the initial open passage volume for the tube equation, the 





V r2l  (5.5) 
Where V = volume (m3), r = initial open passage radius, and l = passage length. 




V  (1/2)r2l  (1/2)R2l  (5.6) 
Where V = volume (m3), r = initial open passage radius, R = final brecciated 
collapse radius as determined from eqn 5.4, and l = length of the passage. 
Sphere Collapse Equation 
A sphere is used to model the large spherical chambers found in many hypogene 
caves, such as the Big Room in Carlsbad.  Through the modification of the Loucks’ 






















Where R = the upper hemisphere collapse radius, r = the original open passage 
radius and the radius of the bottom hemisphere, and 

  = the breccia collapse porosity 
(5% for this study, based on the Loucks’ (1999) equation). 
To find the initial open passage volume for the sphere equation, the following 
equation is applied: 
 

V  (4 /3)r3  (5.8) 
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Where V = volume (m3), and r = initial open passage radius. 




V  (2/3)r3  (2/3)R3  (5.9) 
Where V = volume (m3), r = initial open passage radius, and R = final brecciated 
collapse radius as determined from eqn 5.7. 
Disc Collapse Equation 
A disc, or a vertical cylinder where the void radius is greater than the void height, 
is used to model flank margin caves.  Because r>>h, the collapse occurs solely in the 
vertical direction as modeled by Andrejchuk (1999) in Andrejchuk and Klimchouk 
(2002), and Ford and Williams (2007): 
 h = ho * (k loos / k loos -1) (5.10) 
Where h is the stabilizing height of the chamber, h0 is the initial height of the 
chamber before collapse, and k loos is coefficient of rock loosening.  Also note, that this 
approach only accounts for vertical collapse, and does not take into account collapse from 
the passage walls. 
As addressed in a previous section, k loos, provides a range of values based on rock 
type and structure.  While, Loucks (1999) provides a general porosity of 5% for his 
studies, there is no ideal k loos value provided.  As a result, this study addresses three k loos 
values (1.1, 2, and 3) to provide a range of collapse possibilities.  Similar to porosity, the 
smaller the k loos value, the more accommodation space is provided and a larger collapse 
footprint will result. 
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To determine the initial open passage volume for the disc equation, the following 
equation is applied: 
 

V  r2ho  (5.11) 
Where V = volume (m3), r = radius of the passage, which will not change during 
collapse, and h0 = the initial open passage height. 
To determine the collapse volume for eqn 5.10, the following equation is applied: 
  hrV 2  (5.12) 
Where V = volume (m3), r = radius of the passage, and h = final collapse height as 
determined from eqn 5.10. 
Application 
All of these calculations were repeated with larger and larger shapes to determine 
if the cave footprint (not collapsed) has any type of relationship, such as a linear 
relationship or power relationship, to the collapse footprint of each sized shape.  The end 
result is based on the accommodation space, which is related to the nature of the cave 
(cave volume). 
After these initial studies, the collapse footprint calculations on actual epigene, 
hypogene, and flank margin caves using the Compass® cave surveying tool were 
performed.  Crucial to this part of the study is an accurate void volume for each cave.  
Using the volume correction technique from Larson et al. (2013) allows for determination 
of an acceptable % error for the volumes of large caves using the Compass Cave 
Volume® tool.  For example, if there is a cave survey with 20 straight passage shots 
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down the center, 7 acute angles down the outer wall, 4 right angles along the inner wall, 
and a X-shaped intersection down the center the error could be approximated using the 
Cave Volume Tool as: 
[20 (0.27%) + 7 (26.40%) + 4 (-38.15%) + 1 (11.11%)] / [20+7+4+1] = 1.52% 
This analysis estimates that the Cave Volume Tool output overestimated the 
volume of the cave by approximately 1.5% of the total volume. 
In large cave systems it is unrealistic to calculate every passage type, however, 
random samplings can be taken from the large system and averaged in a similar way as 
above to approximate the total error in the Compass volume calculations.  
Small cave maps can be reproduced with accurate volumes and morphologies also 
using Compass (figure 5.3).  Similarly, because of the way that most island caves and 
hypogene caves are mapped, it is very difficult to obtain a useful percent error using the 
correction factor from Larson et al. (2013).  The best way to determine the volume of 
large island or hypogene caves is to re-map several sections of the cave from the cave 
map, and input these data into Compass.  Next, take the sections that were re-mapped and 
isolate them in Compass; delete every other station but the ones that make up the re-
mapped area.  Compare the two volumes, the re-mapped vs. the isolated stations, and 
determine a percent error.  After this process has been done for several sections 
throughout the cave, average the percent errors, and extrapolate over the entire cave to 




Figure 5.3 Frames A and B show the morphology of McKittrick Cave, New Mexico as 
produced with the survey data.   
Frames C and D show the morphology of McKittrick Cave after it was remapped in 
Compass® for the purpose of obtaining a correct volume and morphology. 
With the known cave volume, the cave data can be exported from Compass to 
Excel, to enlarge the passages as if they were collapsed, based on the specific equations 
for epigene, hypogene, and flank margin caves, then the new data placed back into 
Compass.  Next, comparison of pre-collapse volume to post collapse ‘affected area / 
brecciated’ volume can be computed, and will determine the nature and configuration of 
voids at depth. 
The purpose of this study is to accurately assess paleokarst reservoirs.  In addition 
to determining what the collapse footprint of epigene, hypogene, and flank margin caves 
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are, new collapse equations for each type of cave were developed based on their 
morphology.   This builds on the Loucks’ (1999) model by introducing new equations for 
each cave type, instead of grouping all caves under one equation.  
Last, the survivability of the three cave types into the sub-surface, and the 
potential of cavernous porosity at depth is discussed.  From the initial literature review, 
there is evidence to support the claim that hypogene and island karst have the greatest 







Collapse Equation Results 
The Loucks’ (1999) collapse model is a great starting point for modeling 
collapsed paleocave systems.  Loucks (2010) states that caves in the phreatic zone 
commonly have ellipsoid or subcircular cross sections.  The author has demonstrated that 
by using different shapes for different cave types, differences in collapse shape and 
volume for each individual cave type can be determined.  For example, a spherical 
passage’s original volume allows for it to accommodate more breakdown from above, 
resulting in a larger collapse area than a hemisphere. 
Loucks’ (1999) Hemispherical Collapse Equation 
In order to determine the impact of the newly created collapse equations (tube, 
sphere, and disc), the Loucks’ (1999) equation was first evaluated to determine the 
collapse radii and volumes that it produces based on initial open passage radii ranging 
from 1-100 m.  All of the equations were evaluated on radii or heights (the disc 
equation’s equivalent to radius because all the collapse occurs in the vertical) from 1-100 
m. 
As shown in figure 6.1 and 6.2, the Loucks’ (1999) equation produces a linear 
relationship when comparing both the initial open radius to the collapse radius, and the 
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initial open passage volume to the collapse volume.  Table 6.1 shows that the Loucks’ 
(1999) equation produces a 1900% increase in footprint, and a 347.21% increase in the 
radius when collapsed with a 5% collapse porosity. 
 
Figure 6.1 A graph showing the linear relationship between the size of the initial open 
passage radius and the collapsed radius for the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse 
Equation.  
The line represents values for an initial open passage radius of 1-100 m, at 5% collapse 




Figure 6.2 A graph showing the linear relationship between the amount of initial open 
passage volume and the collapsed volume for the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse 
Equation.   
The line represents values for an initial open passage radius of 1-100 m, at 5% collapse 
porosity.  Slope = 0.05. 










% Increase of 
Radius 
% Increase of 
Volume 
1 1.57 4.47 31.42 347.21 1900.00 
5 39.27 22.36 785.40 347.21 1900.00 
10 157.08 44.72 3141.60 347.21 1900.00 
25 981.75 111.80 19635.00 347.21 1900.00 
50 3927.00 223.61 78540.00 347.21 1900.00 
75 8835.75 335.41 176715.00 347.21 1900.00 
100 15708.00 447.21 314160.00 347.21 1900.00 
 
Tube Collapse Equation 
In the same manner as the Loucks’ (1999) equation was evaluated, so was the 
newly created tube equation.  Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show this equation also produces a 
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linear relationship when comparing both the initial open radius to the collapse radius, and 
the initial open passage volume to the collapse volume footprint.  Table 6.2 shows that 
the tube collapse equation produces a 1,900% increase in volume footprint, same as the 
Loucks’ (1999) equation, but a 524.50% radius increase when collapsed with a 5% 
collapse porosity. 
 
Figure 6.3 A graph showing the linear relationship between the size of the initial open 
passage radius and the collapsed radius for the tube collapse equation. 
The line represents values for an initial open passage radius of 1-100 m, at 5% collapse 




Figure 6.4 A graph showing the linear relationship between the amount of initial open 
passage volume and the collapsed volume for the tube collapse equation.   
The line represents values for an initial open passage radius of 1-100 m, at 5% collapse 
porosity.  Slope = 0.05. 










% Increase of 
Radius 
% Increase of 
Volume 
1 3.14 6.25 62.83 524.50 1900.00 
5 78.54 31.22 1570.80 524.50 1900.00 
10 314.16 62.45 6283.20 524.50 1900.00 
25 1963.50 156.13 39270.00 524.50 1900.00 
50 7854.00 312.25 157080.00 524.50 1900.00 
75 17671.50 468.38 353430.00 524.50 1900.00 
100 31416.00 624.50 628320.00 524.50 1900.00 
 
Sphere Collapse Equation 
The sphere collapse equation was evaluated as previously described.  Figures 6.5 
and 6.6 show the sphere collapse equation produces a linear relationship when comparing 
both the initial open radius to the collapse radius, and the initial open passage volume to 
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the collapse volume, as was the result in the Loucks’ (1999) equation and the tube 
equation.  The sphere collapse equation produced a percent volume increase of 1900.00% 
(table 6.3) like the Loucks’ (1999) equation and the epigene equation, but produces the 
smallest percent radius increase, 239.12%, of the three equations.  This will be more 
thoroughly treated in the Discussions section. 
 
Figure 6.5 A graph showing the linear relationship between the size of the initial open 
passage radius and the collapsed radius for the sphere collapse equation.  
The line represents values for an initial open passage radius of 1-100 m, at 5% collapse 




Figure 6.6 A graph showing the linear relationship between the amount of initial open 
passage volume and the collapsed volume for the sphere collapse equation.   
The line represents values for an initial open passage radius of 1-100 m, at 5% collapse 
porosity.  Slope = 0.05. 










% Increase of 
Radius 
% Increase of 
Volume 
1 4.19 3.39 83.78 239.12 1900.00 
5 523.60 16.96 10472.00 239.12 1900.00 
10 4188.80 33.91 83776.00 239.12 1900.00 
25 65450.00 84.78 1309000.00 239.12 1900.00 
50 523600.00 169.56 10472000.00 239.12 1900.00 
75 1767150.00 254.34 35343000.00 239.12 1900.00 
100 4188800.00 339.12 83776000.00 239.12 1900.00 
 
Disc Collapse Equation 
As previously mentioned, the disc collapse equation was modeled using three 
different k loos values (1.1, 2, 3) to demonstrate the impact they have on the overall 
equation.  This approach was taken because of the confusion that the k loos constant 
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presents.  It is also important to note that for the disc collapse equation, radius is replaced 
by height because the collapse is occurring in the vertical as opposed to the horizontal.  
Figures 6.7, 6.8, 6.9, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 all show that the disc collapse equation 
produces a linear relationship when comparing both the initial open height to the collapse 
height, and the initial open passage volume to the collapse volume, for all three k loos 
values.  Also note in tables 6.4, 6.5, and 6.6 that the percent collapse radius and percent 
collapse volume are the same for not only every starting radius but the same percentage 
for collapse radius and collapse volume, for each respective k loos value. 
 
Figure 6.7 A graph showing the linear relationship between the size of the initial open 
passage height and the collapsed height for the disc collapse equation.  
The line represents values for an initial open passage height of 1-100 m, and k loos = 1.1.  




Figure 6.8 A graph showing the linear relationship between the amount of initial open 
passage volume and the collapsed volume for the disc collapse equation.   
The line represents values for an initial open passage height of 1-100 m, and k loos = 1.1.  
Slope = 0.09. 
 
Figure 6.9 A graph showing the linear relationship between the size of the initial open 
passage height and the collapsed height for the disc collapse equation.  
The line represents values for an initial open passage height of 1-100 m, and k loos = 2.0.  




Figure 6.10 A graph showing the linear relationship between the amount of initial open 
passage volume and the collapsed volume for the disc collapse equation.   
The line represents values for an initial open passage height of 1-100 m, and k loos = 2.0.  
Slope = 0.5. 
 
Figure 6.11 A graph showing the linear relationship between the size of the initial open 
passage height and the collapsed height for the disc collapse equation.  
The line represents values for an initial open passage height of 1-100 m, and k loos = 3.0.  




Figure 6.12 A graph showing the linear relationship between the amount of initial open 
passage volume and the collapsed volume for the disc collapse equation.   
The line represents values for an initial open passage height of 1-100 m, and k loos = 3.0.  
Slope = 0.67. 









% Increase of 
Height 
% Increase of 
Volume 
1 3.14 11.00 34.56 1000.00 1000.00 
5 15.71 55.00 172.79 1000.00 1000.00 
10 34.56 121.00 345.58 1000.00 1000.00 
25 78.54 275.00 863.94 1000.00 1000.00 
50 157.08 550.00 1727.88 1000.00 1000.00 
75 235.62 825.00 2591.82 1000.00 1000.00 
100 314.16 1110.00 3455.76 1000.00 1000.00 
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% Increase of 
Height 
% Increase of 
Volume 
1 3.14 2.00 6.28 100.00 100.00 
5 15.71 10.00 37.70 100.00 100.00 
10 34.56 20.00 62.83 100.00 100.00 
25 78.54 50.00 157.08 100.00 100.00 
50 157.08 100.00 314.16 100.00 100.00 
75 235.62 150.00 471.24 100.00 100.00 
100 314.16 200.00 628.32 100.00 100.00 









% Increase of 
Height 
% Increase of 
Volume 
1 3.14 1.50 4.71 50.00 50.00 
5 15.71 7.50 23.56 50.00 50.00 
10 34.56 15.00 47.12 50.00 50.00 
25 78.54 39.00 117.81 50.00 50.00 
50 157.08 75.00 235.62 50.00 50.00 
75 235.62 112.50 353.43 50.00 50.00 
100 314.16 150.00 471.24 50.00 50.00 
 
Compass Cave Collapse Results 
After the collapse equations were modeled mathematically, is was important to 
model them using the Compass Cave Mapping software to demonstrate the collapse 
equations and observe collapse patterns. 
Epigene Cave Collapse Model 
The tube equation, used to model an epigene cave (eqn 5.4), performed as 
expected.  First, an idealized tube with a radius of 1.5 m. and length of 7.6 m. was 
modeled in Compass (figure 6.13).  The Compass Cave Volume Tool provided a volume 
of 53.1 m3, compared to the actual calculated volume of 55.6 m3. When the idealized tube 
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was collapsed (figure 6.14) using the tube collapse equation and a 5% collapse porosity, 
the resulting volume is 1,198.6 m3 according to the Compass Cave Volume Tool.  The 




Figure 6.13 An idealized tube with a radius of 5 ft. and length of 25 ft, modeled in 
Compass.   
Note how Compass constructs the tube from an octagon, resulting in a underestimation of 




Figure 6.14 The idealized tube from figure 6.13 collapsed using the tube collapse 
equation.    
Notice the radius is now larger than the length.  Because of the limits of the Compass 
software, the bottom hemisphere has also expanded in the horizontal, when in the 
mathematically modeled collapse this does not happen. 
The next step was to apply the tube collapse equation to a real epigene cave, 
Neals Cave (figure 6.15).  To collapse Neals Cave, the original Compass data were 
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exported into Excel and the tube collapse equation applied to the data, then the data were 
returned to Compass and the changes were observed.  The Compass Volume Tool 
calculated the original data of Neals Cave to be 30,961.7 m3.  When the data was 
modeled in Compass (figure 6.16), the collapse volume was calculated to be 728,875.0 
m3. 
 




Figure 6.16 Image of Neals Cave, modeled in Compass, after the tube collapse equation 
has been applied to the data.   
The cave footprint is much larger in size and volume, and some passages have coalesced 
and collapsed into each other. 
Island Karst-Flank Margin Cave Collapse Model 
The idealized shape for the disc equation is a vertical disc with an original radius 
greater than the original height.  Figure 6.17 shows an idealized model of a flank margin 
cave as a vertical cylinder, with a radius of 2.1 m. and a height of 0.9 m., the initial 
volume according to the Compass Volume Tool is 7.8 m3.  The volume calculated from 
equation 5.11 is 13.1 m3.  The difference can again be attributed to the way in which 
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Compass models these shapes.  Figure 6.18 shows how this idealized flank margin cave 
will collapse.  It is important to note that this figure depicts how it will collapse under all 
three k loos values (from left to right k loos = 1.1, 2, and 3).  Note that a k loos value of 1.1 
generates the greatest collapse height (10.1 m.), k loos = 2 generates the second greatest 
collapse height (1.8 m.), and k loos = 3 generates the smallest collapse height (1.4 m.).  
Figure 6.18 demonstrates the importance of k loos in the disc equation (Andrejchuk, 1999 




Figure 6.17 A disc representing a flank margin cave with a radius of 2.1 m. and a height 




Figure 6.18 The flank margin cave model collapsed with three different k loos values.   
From left to right k loos = 1.1, 2, and 3. 
Building from the idealized disc shape, the disc collapse equation from 
Andrejchuk (1999) in Andrejchuk and Klimchouk (2002), and Ford and Williams (2007) 
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(eqn 5.10) was applied to the flank margin cave, Dance Hall, using a k loos value of 1.1.  
As modeled in its original morphology (figure 6.19), Dance Hall increased in height from 
2.0 m. to 22.0 m when collapsed, using a k loos 1.1.  The volume increased from 230.2 m3 








Figure 6.20 Compass Cave model of Dance Hall Caved collapsed using the tube 
equation from Andrejchuk (1999) in Andrejchuk and Klimchouk (2002), 
and Ford and Williams (2007) using a k loos vaule of 1.1.  
Note the vertical enlargement of the cave. 
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Hypogene Cave Collapse Model 
The hypogene cave collapse model is based on equation 5.7 and modeled as a 
sphere.  Figure 6.21 depicts a sphere with a radius of 5.0 m. and a Compass Volume Tool 
calculation of 490.1 m3.  Using equation 5.8, the volume is calculated to be 523.6 m3, the 
difference in volumes is attributed to the way Compass models spheres.  Figure 6.22 
shows the increase in volume and radius when figure 6.21 is collapsed.  The radius 
increases from 5.0 m. to 16.9 m. based on the sphere collapse equation, equation 5.7.  
The volume also increases to 12,025.3 m.3 as calculated by the Compass Volume Tool, 
and 10,472.00 m.3 as calculated by equation 5.9.  Compass over estimates this volume 








Figure 6.22 The sphere from figure 6.21, collapsed using equation 5.7.   
Note the top part of the sphere has grown because of collapse. 
The same size sphere as modeled in figure 6.21 is modeled in figure 6.23, except 
this time two spheres are placed next to each other, representing two large rooms in a 
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hypogene cave separated by undisturbed host rock.  Figure 6.24 depicts how these two 
individual rooms will coalesce into one homogeneous breccia zone when collapsed using 
equation 5.7. 
 
Figure 6.23 A Compass model of two spheres representing two large rooms in a 
hypogene cave system.   
Here they are presented as open rooms, but figure 6.24 shows how they interact when 




Figure 6.24 The same two spheres from figure 6.23 after they have been ‘collapsed’ 
using equation 5.7.   
Note how the enlargement of the radius as a result of collapse has integrated two 
individual rooms (figure 6.23) into one coalesced collapse zone, creating a larger 






Collapse Equation Discussion 
The tube collapse equation, the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse Equation, and the sphere 
collapse equation all resulted in the greatest volume percent increase (tables 6.1, 6.2, and 
6.3).  All three equations increased their volume, from initial open volume to collapse 
volume by 1,900.00%, by far the largest percent increase in volume for all of the 
equations.  It is important to note that while they all increased in volume by 1,900.00%, 
the final collapse volume is based on initial open passage volume.  As a result, the tube 
collapse equation’s final collapse volume is double that of the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse 
Equation for any initial open passage radius.  This is as expected because the 
modification to the Loucks’ (1999) equation added the bottom hemisphere, doubling the 
initial volume, to make a tube and the tube collapse equation.  The equations assume that 
no sediment, clastics or precipitated calcite, is brought into the system or transported out; 
breakdown is the only material that occupies the passage.  It is also important to note that 
both equations create a power relationship, with the tube collapse equation creating more 
collapse volume, based on initial open passage radius, than the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse 
Equation (figure 7.1).  The sphere collapse equation produces the largest collapse volume 




Figure 7.1 A graph showing the power relationship between initial open passage 
radius and collapse volume for the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse equation and 
the tube collapse equation.   
Note the tube collapse equation increases in collapse volume more quickly and to a larger 
final collapse volume than the Loucks’ (1999) equation.  Both equations are based off of 
a collapse porosity of 5%. 
While both the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse Equation and the tube collapse equation 
produced the same percent volume increase, the tube collapse equation has a larger 
percent radius increase than the Loucks’ (1999) equation, 524.50% compared to 347.21% 
(tables 6.2, 6.1, and figure 7.2).  Again this is a result of the tube collapse equation 





Figure 7.2 A graph comparing the initial open radius to the collapse radius for the 
Loucks’ (1999) Collapse Equation, tube collapse equation, and sphere 
collapse equation, all with a collapse porosity of 5%. 
 
The tube collapse equation has a larger percent radius increase compared to the 
Loucks’ (1999) equation, but it is not the largest of all the equations.  The disc collapse 
equation, with a K loos = 1, produces the greatest percent increase in height, which is the 
disc’s equivalent to radius because the disc equation collapses in the vertical as opposed 
to hemispherical radii.  This is not a surprise because all of the collapse is focused in the 
vertical direction as opposed to being distributed in a hemisphere.  The disc collapse 
equation, k loos =1, produces a 1,000.00% height increase.  Important to note is that the k 
loos constant plays a dramatic role in not only the collapse height but also the collapse 
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volume.  As k loos increases from 1.1 to 3 (1.1, 2, and 3) the percent increase in both 
height and volume decrease by large amounts each time (1,000.00%, 100.00%, and 
50.00%) as demonstrated in tables 6.4, 6.5, 6.6 and figure 7.3. 
 
Figure 7.3 A graph showing the difference that the k loos constant creates when 
comparing initial open passage height to the collapse height for the disc 
collapse equation. 
 
As previously mentioned, the sphere collapse equation produces the same percent 
increase in volume as the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse Equation and the newly developed 
epigene equation, 1900.00%.  However, the sphere equation results in the largest collapse 
volumes, 83,776,000.00 m3 for an initial open radius of 100 m (figure 7.4 and table 6.3).  
This tremendous volume increase is a result of the largest initial open passage volume 
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(accommodation space), and the collapse radius expanding in three dimensions as 
opposed to two dimensions.  It is important to note that the percent radius increase is 
smaller for the sphere equation compared to the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse Equation and 
the epigene equation.  This can be attributed to radius expanding in three dimensions, 
being cubed as opposed to squared.  This is demonstrated in table 6.3 and figure 7.2.   
 
Figure 7.4 A graph showing the power relationship between the initial open radius and 
final collapse volume for the sphere collapse equation with a collapse 




Compass Cave Collapse Discussion 
Epigene Cave Collapse Model Discussion 
The difference in volumes between the calculated tube model and the Compass 
volume is due to the fact that compass models circular passages with an octagonal shape, 
underestimating some volumes.  However, by starting with a simple shape with a known 
volume, a percent error can be calculated and applied to the volume calculations.   When 
the cave is collapsed in Compass, Compass over calculates the volume because the 
bottom hemisphere expands in the horizontal instead of remaining the same dimensions.  
This is a limit of the Compass software.  Still, there is a large increase in the volume, and 
as displayed in figure 6.14, the tube expands both vertically and horizontally, 
demonstrating how collapse increases the volume and footprint of paleokarst reservoirs. 
As previously stated, there are many factors that can contribute to the difference 
in volume, including the fact that Compass models circular passages with octagons.  It is 
important to note that the cave volume enlarged by an order of magnitude from pre to 
post collapse.  In addition, note that in the collapsed Neals Cave some of the passages 
have expanded into each other, as Loucks (1999) proposed in his Coalesced Collapsed-
Paleocave Hypothesis.  This connects zones of collapse and brecciation creating a larger, 
more homogeneous reservoir and a larger exploration target (Loucks, 1999).  Lastly, it is 
important to note that figure 6.16 includes several irregular shapes, and this is not the 
exact morphology of how Neals Cave would collapse in the subsurface.  This is a first 
attempt at modeling cave collapse and there will be problems involved including the 
irregular, out of place shapes that are a result of the Compass modeling process. 
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Island Karst-Flank Margin Cave Collapse Model Discussion 
In addition to the Compass volume and calculated volumes being different 
because of the way Compass models these shapes, it is important to note that while there 
is most likely some horizontal collapse, the majority of collapse occurs in the vertical due 
to the radius of flank margin caves exceeding the height.  The large vertical collapse will 
create a thick breccia zone and also affect the overlying beds, causing them to sag and 
may be the cause of the circular sag features so commonly mentioned in the literature 
(Loucks, 2003; 2010; Loucks et al. 2004; McDonnell et al., 2007). 
Hypogene Cave Collapse Model 
As stated many times before, the small difference between the two hypogene 
collapse volumes is that Compass originally underestimates the volume by modeling the 
sphere with an octagonal shape, and expands the bottom radius to 7.1 m. (the collapse 
radius).  It is not possible to keep the bottom radius as the initial radius of 2.1 m. in the 
Compass program. 
Collapse and coalescence, as proposed in Loucks’ (1999) Coalesced Collapsed-
Paleocave Hypothesis can occur with any type cave as it is buried and collapses, figures 
6.23 and 6.24 provide an example of this.  This Coalesced Collapsed-Paleocave 
Hypothesis is very important in the evolution of modern day cave systems into paleokarst 
reservoirs. 
Cave Preservation Discussion 
Studies by Wright (1991); Mylroie and Carew (1995); Loucks (2003); Stoudt & 
Raines (2004); and Walkinshaw (pers. com.), all indicate that the paleokarst features and 
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reservoirs they have worked with and discovered show a strong trend of well-developed 
downdip, shelf margin parallel karsting.  This costal carbonate environment lends itself to 
mixing zone dissolution and flank margin cave development.  While no literature was 
reviewed indicating a hypogene origin of a paleokarst reservoir, it is easy to see that their 
formation from the subsurface up puts them in a good position for preservation. 
In addition, Craig (1987) states that that the karst features in the Yates Field are a 
result of a freshwater lens that developed in a cluster of limestone islands produced by 
either tectonic uplift or regressions of the Late Permian seas.  This provides further 
support for an island karst formation of a paleokarst reservoir. 
Also, preservation of the epigene cave systems, such as Mammoth Cave system, 
into paleokarst, as Loucks (1999) has suggested, requires major tectonic adjustments, and 
burial faster than denudation can remove the cave.  Active carbonate platforms, on the 
other hand, can be preserved by simple subsidence, taking shallow mixing zone caves to 
great depth, and hypogene systems, formed from the bottom up with no connection to the 






Collapse Equation Conclusions 
All the collapse equations presented have their own place and use, but the 
majority of collapse probably occurs in the vertical direction, as modeled by the disc 
collapse equation, from Andrejchuk (1999) in Andrejchuk and Klimchouk (2002), and 
Ford and Williams (2007).  This conclusion was reached by the fact that several authors 
(Loucks, 2003; 2010; Loucks et al. 2004; McDonnell et al., 2007) describe circular sag 
features related to collapse.  These circular sag features are a result of predominately 
vertical collapse.  Horizontal radii collapse as modeled with the Loucks’ (1999) Collapse 
Equation, tube collapse equation, and sphere collapse equation, most likely stabilizes 
itself before reaching the maximum horizontal distances presented in these equations, 
leaving the majority of collapse to occur in the vertical direction.  While a majority of 
collapse may occur in the vertical, horizontal and radial collapse should not be ignored, 
especially with the sphere equation.  The horizontal collapse for a tube equation will 
likely stabilize itself before reaching its maximum radius, but the three equi-dimensional 
nature of the sphere will allow the collapse to extend further in the horizontal directions. 
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Compass Cave Collapse Conclusions 
Based on the studies of Luica (1995), Loucks (1999), and McDonnell et al. (2007) 
it has been demonstrated that coalesced, collapsed paleocave systems produce a 
rectilinear shape.   No cave collapse models presented in this study produced a dramatic 
rectilinear shape. 
Based on the models, the author believes that hypogene and flank margin caves 
have the best chance of producing a rectilinear shape.  First, flank margin caves form on 
the flank of an island or parallel a carbonate coastline (Mylroie, 2013).  This parallel-to-
the-coast formation lends itself to a long elongated band of cave formation, which could 
resemble a rectangle when collapsed (figure 6.20).  In addition, hypogene caves often 
form large horizontal and vertical rooms over an extensive area resulting in ramiform, 
spongework, and maze caves (Hill, 1995; Palmer, 2000).  This close grouping of rooms, 
when collapsed, could coalesce into a large brecciated zone resembling a rectangle 
(figure 6.24).  The author believes that epigene caves such as Neals Cave (figure 6.15) 
are made of several long and narrow passages.  The passages, as presented with Neals 
Cave, are not large enough or located close enough to collapse and coalesce into each 
other producing a large brecciated area. 
Formation of flank margin and hypogene caves as large chambers often located 
within close proximity to each other will produce the largest and most homogeneous 
breccia zones.  First, the large rooms provide large volumes of accommodation space, 
which will facilitate large collapse zones, as compared to epigene caves.  Second, the 
close proximity of the voids that develop will lead to individual voids collapsing into 
each other, as demonstrated in figure 6.24, producing a larger collapse footprint than one 
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individual room or passage could create.  In the end, the individual voids merge into a 
large homogeneous zone of collapse breccia. 
Cave Preservation Conclusions 
Based on previous literature and the arguments presented in this study, hypogene 
and island karst features (flank margin caves) are most likely to be preserved in the rock 
record as paleokarst and paleokarst reservoirs, as opposed to epigene karst. 
While no experiments were conducted to address the depths to which voids can 
survive, the literature indicates they can survive to great depths (Spencer, 1966), some 
deeper than the 3,000 m (9,840 ft) limit Loucks (1999; 2003; 2007) proposes.  The 
deepest void this study encountered is the Andros No.1 well on Andros Island that 
encountered caverns between 10,660 ft (3,249 m) and 10,709 ft (3,264 m).  While this 
void is not dramatically deeper than the limit proposed by Loucks (1999; 2003; 2007), it 
demonstrates the great depth to which voids can remain open.  The study also shows that 
voids are extremely common at depths of 350-600 m (1,150-1,970 ft) in the Permian 
Yates Field (Loucks, 1999), and to depths of 7,000 ft (2,130 m) in the Knox Formation in 
the Black Warrior Basin (Walkinshaw, pers. com.). 
  Lastly, new ideas based on the type of fluid that fill subsurface voids (water, 
brines, and oil) were proposed.  It was determined that connate brine has a higher density 
than water and will therefore provide more ceiling support.  In addition, crude oils are 
less dense than both connate brines and freshwater, therefore providing the least amount 
of ceiling support.  These fluids can both help in the preservation of voids at depth, and 
also in self-modification of the reservoir through collapse. 
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This study has provided new insight and ideas on the on the preservation of karst 
features, the potential volumes and morphologies of paleokarst reservoirs, and the depths 
to which an open void can survive.  This was all accomplished using current literature, 
modern day cave data, new collapse equations, and cave modeling software to thoroughly 
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